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The office of President on the NAPgA BOD is an
essential position in terms of guiding the direction
and goals of the organization. I accepted this responsibility quite a number of years ago and have
done my best to fulfill those mandates. However, I
feel that, like anyone in a position of responsibility
too long, that I am a little stale in terms of a vision
for the future.
In talking with Charlie Jennings, he not only is
willing to ‘step up to the plate’ and take over the
president position, but I feel he has an exceptionally good grasp of what we need to do and where
we need to go for the future of NAPgA.
I want to emphasize that this is not an indication
of instability in NAPgA, but a normal reaction to
changing needs, and will serve, I believe, to better
the interests of NAPgA as a whole.
Therefore, as of July 21, 2014, Charlie will assume the office of President, and I will return to
a position of board member & Treasurer (FYI, the
treasurer is an 'appointed' position. The reason for
that change, which occurred during Jan Huffaker's
term as president, was to insure stability in the
the handling of the finances, something that had
not been realized in the past when the treasurer
position changed hands every time the BOD personnel changed, often being handled by folks that
did not have the slightest interest in our financial
affairs.).
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What follows is the apparent end of the ongoing saga
of Tommy DiMaggio's packgoat guiding permits, and
the FS's hell-bent policy to shut him out of the woods
he has been guiding in for almost 20 years.
Note well how concilitory and willing to be flexible
Tommy was, in order to hold onto his permits, and
note as well the incredible double-speak from the FS
as they stick it to him in order to fulfill their pie-insky plans of reintroducing BHS into this area that
hasn't had any for a very long time.
It is also noteworthy that their grandiose scheme
has suffered greatly, losing half the Bighorn Sheep
that they attempted to introduce. To Goats? Sheep?
Pneumonia? Hardly. To the predators that already
were making this their home, cougars. What the FS
& G&F have managed to do, is to bring the buffet
table right into the cougar's back yard. And it did not
arrive without them noticing. They put on their bibs,
and got to work.
Tommy's Letter to the FS Regarding his Permit(s)
From: azpackgoat@aol.com
Sent: Friday, July 04, 2014
To:
Helin, Stan -FS;
Bennett, Duane A -FS; jupchurch01@fs.fed.gov

Subject: Purple Mountain Pack Goats outfitters permit
Dear Stan,

Thank you for your phone message last week. It was
encouraging to hear that the Forest Service is still
working on my outfitter’s permit. I know everyone’s
overworked and I guess under paid. Guess how I
feel? I have been feeding and taking care of 10 goats
for over a year now without being able to go to work.
At least you guys get to work.

My goal is a simple one, to have that one trail, the
Prison Camp to Sycamore Reservoir by September.
My packing season won’t start up until then. I have
told some of my clients, The Arizona School for the
Deaf & Blind, Project Origins, COPED, Arts for All, and
the leader of my Veterans hiking program I would be

up and running by September and we could continue
our hikes & picnics at that time. Hiking with the
goats has been a very popular experience for people
of these populations. I listen to the Forest Service advertisement on the radio about how much fun it is to
go out into the forest, I have been taking people/families into the forest since 1997. Why would you deny
me my permit to do such a worthwhile endeavor?
As I have explained before, the reason I need the
Prison Camp trail is, it’s close to Tucson. Many of
these groups can’t travel any further then that. It has
picnic tables, many of my people have a hard time
sitting on rocks. It has a bathroom, I can’t begin to
explain the positive side of that!
Please help me out on this, I feel you’re trying to
help, but I can’t hold out much longer. I have given
up all my other trails in the Catalina’s and stopped
doing overnight trips. The chances of running into
a bighorn sheep in that area is slim to none, and you
guys know that. It’s time to be reasonable, share the
forest. Remember it’s “the land of many uses”.
Thank you,
Tommy Di Maggio
Purple Mountain Pack Goats
Tucson, AZ
Their Response to Tommy's Appeal
Dear Tommy,
We have been endeavoring to find a solution that
both meets your needs for providing a backcountry
experience for a list of notable clients and the needs
of the Desert Bighorn Sheep reintroduction project.   I appreciate the effort you brought forward and
willingness to modify the scope of your trips, timing
of your trips, and the use tracking collars, domestic
goat inoculations and trail restrictions.
We have gathered substantial information from
Arizona Game and Fish Department veterinarian
Anne Justice-Allen, your veterinarian Barb Page, and
research on other National Forests in looking for
ways to accommodate your request. I can forward a
copy of the email letter we received from Barb Page
for your reference if you would like.
At this time, I am recommending that Jim Upchurch,
Coronado NF Forest Supervisor, deny your permit
application on the Santa Catalina District. The infor-

mation we received indicated that the risk cannot be
mitigated sufficiently to guarantee success of both

your request and the ongoing sheep reintroduction
efforts.
Though this is not the answer I am sure you hoped
for, I do believe it is the right one for now. I would be
happy to explain more to you and your clients if that
will be of help.
Stan
So, how do you 'explain' the taking away of a man's
livelihood simply so you can tinker with the environment. Do you really think that either Tommy or his
clients will respond, "Oh well, since you explain it that
way, its OK." Ed.
What is Occurring in the Other Forest Services?
While the Coronado NF is spending our tax dollars
converting the 'Land of Many Uses' into the 'Land
of Only their Favorite Uses', what is going on in the
other areas we know to be worshipping the BHS at
the expense of goats and goatpackers?

In the Shoshone (WY), we appealed their record of
decision, and are still waiting for an answer. At this
point, we have an answer of sorts, and that is; 1) that
they have extended their time to answer due to the
complexity of the issues involved; and 2) that they
have committed to a meeting of the 'interested parties', which means those that held their feet to the
fire over this closure or other pertainent issues. The
only date we have for that meeting is late summer to
early fall.
In the Inyo (CA) we appealed their EA, and are waiting for an answer. It has been ominously quiet from
CA to date.

In the Blue Mountains, we have until August to post
our appeal, so at this point, our legal guy and Jacob
Thomas, NAPgA member and law school student are
preparing our submission. I as well, have prepared a
letter and example submission for our members to
mail, and they will be eMailed to everyone in the next
few days.
In the Owyhees, since there were two interested
parties that pointed out some serious deficiencies,
such as a complete lack of applicable science used
to justify the closure to packgoats, the BLM has been
remanded to return to the drawing board on this one
and so the outcome is still up in the air.
Larry
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Rendezvous 2014!
June 26-29

Larry & our legal
guy, Andy Irvine.
Andy dropped by
as he had a function
to attend in Bend
that weekend (Larry
still in sandals due
to a bout of 'Rich
man's foot'. He's
now left to wonder
if he has 'rich man's
foot', where is the
money?).

It seems inconceivable that after waiting so long for the
Rendezvous to arrive, that it is now disappearing in the
rear view mirror. But fading it is, and so now we are left
to anticipate 2015.
This year’s event, held near La Pine, Oregon, in a
Forest Service campground called the Ogden Group
Camp, had about normal attendance, with a number
of nearby folks, along with the normal ‘regulars’, Dwite
Sharp, Carolyn Eddy, Alice Beberness, and Larry
Robinson.
There was a pretty little creek running by the
campground, and a number of trails close by that made
for some pretty decent hiking! One group even took
on a 12-mile exaggerated adventure, making for some
pretty ‘bushed’ goatpackers back at the CG in the
evening.
This year’s event was characterized by one notable
change in format, and that is that the silent auction was
replaced by the real deal, an item by item live auction.
Charlene Carlson-Norman served as the auctioneer,
and it appeared that all the folks had a fun time, even if
only observing the different auctions.

Andy giving the
event attendees
a briefing of our
efforts to keep
the forests open
to packgoats.

So, at this point, we are left to contemplate the location
and events of Rendezvous 2015. There has already
been one suggestion that it be held in the Yellowstone
area, and that may well be the location the BOD
decides on.
Stay tuned!

Nancy & Hobbs
on the Paulina
Falls Creek hike.

Larry

Pictures from this year's event!
Obviously I couldn't include here all the pictures I received, they will also all be posted in the NAPgA Gallery

Perry Burkhart
at one of the
waterfalls on
Paulina Creek.
Sattiday Evening's BBQ!
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